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Abstract—A continuing challenge for software designers is to develop efficient and cost-effective software implementations. Many see
software reuse as a potential solution; however, the cost of reuse tends to outweigh the potential benefits. The costs of software reuse
include establishing and maintaining a library of reusable components, searching for applicable components to be reused in a design,
as well as adapting components toward a proper implementation. In this paper, we introduce SPARTACAS, a framework for
automating specification-based component retrieval and adaptation that has been successfully applied to synthesis of software for
embedded and digital signal processing systems. Using specifications to abstractly represent implementations allows automated
theorem-provers to formally verify logical reusability relationships between specifications. These logical relationships are used to
evaluate the feasibility of reusing the implementations of components to implement a problem. Retrieving a component that is a
complete match to a problem is rare. It is more common to retrieve a component that partially satisfies the requirements of a problem.
Such components have to be adapted. Rather than adapting components at the code level, SPARTACAS adapts the behavior of
partial matches by imposing interactions with other components at the architecture level. A subproblem is synthesized that specifies
the missing functionality required to complete the problem; the subproblem is used to query the library for components to adapt the
partial match. The framework was implemented and evaluated empirically, the results suggest that automated adaptation using
architectures successfully promotes software reuse, and hierarchically organizes a solution to a design problem.
Index Terms—Reuse models, formal methods, programmer workbench, reuse library.

1 INTRODUCTION
AS engineers continue to struggle with cost and timeassociated with software development, reuse has
emerged as a sound engineering principle and practice in
many design fields. Some engineering disciplines, such as
hardware engineering, have seen the proliferation of
commercial off-the-shelf components that can be used to
successfully construct systems. The introduction of reposi-
tories and libraries, either within organizations or globally
via the World Wide Web, of reusable software components
has helped forward the application of reuse into the
software engineering realm.
Software reuse [7], [17], [18] potentially has many
alluring benefits, including the ability to increase the
productivity of engineers, reduce errors early in system
design, and increase the quality and reliability of software
produced. However, for software reuse to become wide-
spread, its benefits must outweigh its costs. These costs
include the effort to create and maintain a library of
reusable components, and the costs associated with retriev-
ing, adapting, and integrating reusable components into an
implementation to a design problem.
While successful experiments are becoming more com-
mon, the practice of software reuse has been slow to realize
the potentials claimed by its advocates. Several works [8],
[15] attribute the unfulfilled promise to various technical
and nontechnical reasons. While nontechnical issues are
unavoidable, one technical obstacle still remains to be
resolved, namely, automating the adaptation of compo-
nents. Many works [12], [4], [10], [27] have successfully
developed automated software component retrieval sys-
tems and frameworks at almost every level of software
development. In these frameworks, the aim is to retrieve a
component from a library that is a complete match to a
particular problem. It is rare for a software library to always
contain a perfect match to a problem. It is more feasible to
find a similar component and adapt it to satisfy the
problem. Although automating adaptation has long been
an area of research in case-based reasoning and knowledge-
based systems [29], [16], few experiments have attempted to
address the issue of software adaptation [22], [11].
Safely and correctly modifying software at the code level
is not always a trivial task [19]. Adapting complex software
code may not outweigh the benefits of producing the
software from scratch. Penix [22], [23] proposed adapting
software components at the architecture level. By imposing
interactions with other components in an architecture, the
behavior of a partial match is adapted in such a way that,
for all given inputs, the output of the architecture satisfies
the requirements of the problem. In addition to increasing
the potential of software reuse, adaptation architectures also
provide an organizational design hierarchy.
In this paper, we show that adaptation can be automated
at the specification level using adaptation architectures. We
have developed a framework for reuse, known as SPecifica-
tion-based Architecture and Retrieval Techniques for
Automating Component Adaptation and Synthesis (SPAR-
TACAS), and have successfully applied it to the synthesis of
software for embedded and digital signal processing
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systems. The framework uses a specification-based retrieval
engine to retrieve software components that are either
complete or partial matches to a problem. If a complete
match cannot be found, a subproblem that specifies the
missing functionality required to solve the problem is
synthesized. The subproblem is used to query the library
for components to adapt the partially matching component
in an architecture. We will begin with an overview of the
framework, then focus on the adaptation architectures and
the tactics for synthesizing subproblems for adaptation. We
will conclude by experimentally evaluating our framework
and discuss future and related work.
2 COMPONENT REUSE FRAMEWORK
The primary objective of SPARTACAS is to retrieve possible
solutions to a problem from a library of components. In
addition to retrieval, the SPARTACAS framework, shown
in Fig. 1, includes an automated adaptation capability.
Given a problem specification, a retrieval engine returns
both total and partial matches. For partial matches, the
behavior is adapted by imposing interactions with other
components in an adaptation architecture. A subproblem
that specifies the missing functionality required to solve the
rest of the problem is synthesized and used to search for
components to satisfy the architecture. The architectural
solution is verified and added to the component library,
further increasing the potential of reuse.
2.1 Component and Problem Specifications
Each component implementation includes a formal speci-
fication that states the behavior of a component without
stating the implementation details. Using formal specifica-
tions over implementations allows automated theorem-
provers to verify match conditions between two compo-
nents. The formal component specifications use a simple
axiomatic structure [13], [28]:
8d 2 D; 9r 2 RjIðdÞ ) Oðd; rÞ:
D and R are the domain (input types) and range,
respectively. The domain represents the input values to the
component and the range represents the output values of
the component. I is a set of preconditions that define the
legal inputs to the component. The preconditions constrain
the domain to the values that have a defined output. O is a
set of postconditions that define the feasible outputs for each
legal input based on a D  R relation. If the preconditions
hold then the component will end in a state such that the
postconditions are true. If the preconditions do not hold,
then there are no guarantees that the postconditions will
hold, however, termination is assumed in all cases.
The component specifications are written in Rosetta [1].
Rosetta is a systems level design language for modeling
heterogeneous systems. A Rosetta facet (not to be confused
with a facet used in Prieto-Diaz and Freeman’s work [25])
describes the requirements or behavior of a particular
aspect of a system or component. Facet parameters declare
the domain (input typed variable declarations) and range
(output typed variable declarations) of components. A facet
operates in a declared domain, which defines the vocabu-
lary of semantics available to the facet. We use term labels
starting with pre and post to define the pre and postcondi-
tions over the inputs and outputs, respectively. Term labels
that start with arch will be used to define structural
component specifications and structural solutions to pro-
blems. The terms that can be expressed in Rosetta are
similar to those that can be expressed in most functional
languages. The structure of the specifications in Rosetta is
shown in Fig. 2.
A component library contains a collection of existing
component specifications that have been created, tested,
and shown to correctly specify the component’s function-
ality. A problem specification is a representation of a design
that does not yet have an implementation. A problem
specification is written using the same model as a
component. The goal will be to retrieve components that
match a problem, implying that the implementation of the
component can be reused to implement the problem.
2.2 Component Retrieval Framework
The retrieval framework, see Fig. 3, contains a collection of
features, which are a set of theorems that capture some
concept within a field of knowledge. The following is an
example of a feature that filters elements from a list:
FILTERðlist; elementÞ
 9x; y : listj8z : elementjðz 2 y ) z 2 xÞ
^ ðx 2 DÞ ^ ðy 2 RÞ:
A specification is assigned a feature if it can be proven
from the specification. The features assigned to the
components in the library are stored in a database, called
a featurebase. Feature classification of the components in the
library is performed offline, only feature classification of a
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Fig. 1. General component reuse framework. Fig. 2. Specification structure in Rosetta.
problem specification is perform during retrieval. The
feature-based retrieval engine filters out all of the components
that do not have the same feature classification.
The component search space is reduced by the feature-
based retrieval engine and given to the signature-based
retrieval engine [31]. A signature represents the input and
output types, it does not contain any semantic information
about the component or problem. The signature-based
retrieval engine filters out components that do not have
compatible signatures. Components that do have compa-
tible (exact or relaxed) signatures can be instantiated to
possibly solve the problem. The information used by the
signature-based retrieval engine is also used in the
instantiation of components in an architecture.
The last layer is the specification-based retrieval engine,
which performs specification matching [14]. Several speci-
fication-based retrieval engines [6], [24] have been devel-
oped using automated theorem-provers to logically verify
that a component specification matches a problem specifi-
cation. Zaremski and Wing [32] established a number of
match conditions (sometimes referred to as the degree of a
match or degree of satisfaction) for assessing reuse. Fig. 4
shows a portion of these match conditions.
If a component C formally Satisfies a problem P, then the
implementation of C can be reused to implement P. C
satisfies P if C accepts all legal inputs to P, and the valid
outputs of C are valid outputs of P when given legal inputs.
Weak Plug-in and Plug-in are stronger match conditions of
Satisfies. The Plug-in Pre match condition implies that a
component meets only the precondition requirements. The
Plug-in Post and Weak Post match conditions imply that a
component meets the postcondition requirements, but do
not have the proper preconditions. Plug-in Pre, Plug-in
Post, and Weak Post are referred to as partial match
conditions.
2.3 Component Adaptation Framework
The adaptation framework, see Fig. 5, contains a collection
of adaptation architecture theories. They specify the
constraints on the interconnection of components, the
effects of adaptation on the behavior of a component, and
the functionality of the overall system using instantiated
components. Given a partially matching component to a
problem, the adaptation evaluation module determines which
adaptation architecture can be applied. It is possible that
several adaptation architectures are applicable. The archi-
tecture construction tactic and the component is added to
the architecture bin as a “contract.” The architecture bin acts
as a tree of architectural blueprints, which is used to plan
the execution of contracts toward a solution.
Based on the information given in the component,
problem, and architecture specifications, the missing
functionality required to solve the rest of the problem is
synthesized. The synthesizer generates a subproblem speci-
fication that is resubmitted to the retrieval engine. The
subproblem may also generate architectural-subcontracts. A
component that completely satisfies a problem (or subpro-
blem) signifies that an architectural contract (or subcon-
tract) has been completed. Adaptation continues until 1) an
architecture of interconnected components satisfy the
problem constraints, 2) a solution to the design problem is
known not to exist given the current reuse library, or 3) a
solution to the design problem can not be realized with the
current retrieval and adaptation process, e.g., search depth
limitations.
The components used in this work are derived from the
DSP/control and mathematical knowledge fields. The reuse
methodology can be applied to various domains, given that
knowledge-field specific features are defined for the
feature-based retrieval engine, the adaptation architectures
are valid in the domain, and components in the domain can
be represented using the DRIO model.
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Fig. 3. Component retrieval framework.
Fig. 4. Specification match lattice.
Fig. 5. Component adaptation framework.
3 ADAPTATION ARCHITECTURE THEORIES
Behavioral adaptation is the process of adding or limiting the
functionality of a component by imposing interactions with
other components in an architecture, such that the
architecture provides the desired functionality. An adapta-
tion architecture is a formal specification that specifies the
interaction and configuration of subcomponents in the
composition of a system and also specifies the relationship
between the functionality of the subcomponents and the
functionality of the system. Penix [23] proposed three
adaptation architecture theories: sequential, alternative, and
parallel. One or more of these adaptation architectures can
be applied to adapt the behavior of a partially matched
component. The degree to which a component satisfies a
problem determines which adaptation architecture tactic is
applied. Table 1 shows the adaptation tactics associated
with each match condition.
The sequential architecture, Fig. 6, is the interconnection
of two components where the output of one component is
the input to another component through some type of
communication medium. The head component adapts the
input values to the tail component such that the tail
component generates feasible outputs. Conversely, the tail
component adapts results generated by the head compo-
nent for all legal inputs. Double arrows represent the
collection of interconnected ports. A port is an input or
output typed variable. During retrieval, the signature-
matching engine attempts to find components with match-
ing signatures. Fig. 6 also specifies constraints over the
types of interconnected ports. The left of Fig. 6 lists several
constraints that specify the relationships between the
functionality of the problem and the functionalities of the
subcomponents.
The alternative architecture is the interconnection of two
independent components that work simultaneously and
their outputs are combined to satisfy the problem require-
ments (shown in Fig. 7). In this architecture, one component
satisfies the problem for some subset of legal input values to
the problem. This component is adapted with another
component which correctly covers the rest of the input
values. This architecture requires a control structure to
achieve correct cooperation. Without a control structure, the
two components could possibly diverge on a given input
and drive contradictory results on the output.
The parallel architecture, Fig. 8, is similar to the
alternative architecture. Independent components work
simultaneously and their outputs collectively satisfy the
problem requirements. The difference is that the output
values generated by the components in the parallel
architecture are not combined to affect a single output.
The components in the parallel architecture compute on
disjoint subranges, which collectively form the range of the
problem. Each component computes results for some (not
necessarily disjoint) subset of the inputs of the problem.
Fig. 8 uses the jj notation to represent the decomposition
of some set of the range into disjoint subranges. For
instance, a problem may have the following output ports:
fx:: integer; y::boolean; z :: realg. The range could possibly
be represented as: fy::booleangjjfx:: integer; z :: realg. The
parallel adaptation architecture decomposes a problem
into independent subproblems. Components that satisfy
these subproblems never interact with each other, they
merely solve an isolated aspect of the problem.
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TABLE 1
Available Adaptation Architecture Tactics
Fig. 6. Sequential architecture theory.
The three adaptation architectures can be used to
compose increasingly complex architecture structures. A
component declared in an adaptation architecture theory
specification can abstractly represent other architectures.
Moreover, components in the library can also represent user-
defined or knowledge field-specific architectures which can
be retrieved and instantiated in other architectures.
4 PORT CONNECTION METHODS
Component and problem specifications define a input and
output variables through port declarations. A port is an
input/output typed variable that is referenced in the pre
and postconditions that constrain the legal input and valid
output values. Much of the early work in software retrieval
dealt with signature matching [31], where a signature is
comprised of input parameters and return types of
functions, procedures, and other such software artifacts.
In specification-based matching, the ports of a component
are instantiated with the ports of a problem, which requires
that the component and problem have compatible input
and output ports. The instantiation of ports, or port
connection, is given in Definition 1. Operations such as
currying, generalization, and specialization [31] of types can
be applied to find a proper mapping.
Definition 1. A port connection  is a function mapping the
ports of component CðDC;RC; IC;OCÞ to the ports of problem
P ðD;R; I;OÞ such that:
. 8 input port ci : Tc 2 DCj
9 input port pi : Tp 2 DjððciÞ ! piÞ ^ ðTp  TcÞ.
. 8 output port co : Tc 2 RCj
9 output port po : Tp 2 RjððcoÞ ! poÞ ^ ðTc  TpÞ
Bijective port connection retrieves components to problem
for which there is a one-to-one and onto mapping from
input ports of the component to the input ports of the
problem and similarly a mapping of component output
ports to problem output ports. In traditional signature
matching, the component and problem must have an equal
number of compatible input ports and output ports. This
can hinder potential applications for adaptation. Fig. 9
specifies a problem to perform simple addition on two real
numbers. Fig. 10 shows a successfully instantiated solution
using the simple mathematical operations library in Fig. 13.
Following retrieval, it is determined that the numerical
subtraction (sub)component is a (bijective) Plug-in Prepar-
tial match to the problem. The numerical negation (negate)
component is not retrieved since it does not have the proper
number of ports for instantiation. Clearly, a solution cannot
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Fig. 7. Alternative architecture theory.
Fig. 8. Parallel architecture theory.
be found using bijective signature matching for even the
simplest problems, thus motivating the need for less
restrictive port connection methods.
A less restrictive port connection method is the one-to-one
port connection. The one-to-one port connection requires that
all component input ports be driven by one and only one
problem input port, and all component output ports drive
one and only one problem output port. This allows
potential components to have fewer number of input/
output ports than the problem. However, since not all the
ports of the problem can be instantiated, components that
are retrieved during component retrieval will not comple-
tely satisfy the problem (assuming the uninstantiated ports
have meaningful constraints on them). A subproblem is
required to search for other components to instantiate and
satisfy the functionalities of the unconnected ports.
The onto port connection method simply requires that, for
all ports in the component, there is a connection to some
problem port with respect to port direction. Potentially a
single problem input port can drive multiple component
input ports, and a single problem output port can be driven
by multiple component output ports (in such a case the final
output value needs to be resolved). This allows the
component to have more ports than the problem.
Although this section motivated using less restrictive
port connection methods to increase recall, doing so may
result in expensive overhead. The number of instantiations
per component may drown the specification-based retrieval
engine from making timely progress.
5 AUTOMATED COMPONENT ADAPTATION
Given a partial match to a problem, the problem and partial
match can be instantiated into an adaptation architecture.
The adaptation theory used is contingent on the match
condition between the problem and the partially matched
component. Using the relationship between the functional-
ities of the subcomponents and the functionality of the
system defined in the adaptation architecture, the missing
functionality required to satisfy the rest of the problem can
be synthesized into a subproblem. The subproblem repre-
sents the components needed to adapt the partial match.
5.1 Sequential Adaptation
Recall from Table 1 that Plug-in Post, Weak Post, and Plug-
in Prematched components can be adapted using the
sequential adaptation architecture. The missing function-
ality synthesized in a subproblem for Plug-in Post and
Weak Post adaptation is referred to as postmatch driven
synthesis since the postconditions of the problem have been
met. Prematch driven synthesis refers to synthesizing sub-
problems for adaptation using Plug-in Prematched compo-
nents since the preconditions have been met.
5.1.1 Postmatch Driven Synthesis
A Weak Post or Plug-in Post matched component is
abstractly represented by ComponentB in the sequential
architecture in Fig. 6. A subproblem specification must be
synthesized in order to find a component, i.e., ComponentA,
to adapt ComponentB. ComponentA must change the
environment to allow ComponentB to execute and satisfy
the behavior of the problem for all legal inputs. The
subproblem synthesis is specified in Definition 2.
Definition 2. Given a problem P ðD;R; I;OÞ and a Weak Post/
Plug-in Post matched component BðDB;RB; IB;OBÞ, the
synthesized subproblem for the missing functionality in the
sequential architecture is:
. Domain: D.
. Range: DB [ fr 2 Rj:9x 2 RBjðxÞ ! rg.
. Preconditions: 8d : DjIðdÞ.
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Fig. 9. Problem specification of a simple addition problem.
Fig. 10. Solution to problem P1 using the sequential architecture.
. Postconditions: 8d : D;x : DB; y :
fr 2 Rj9x 2 RBjðxÞ ! rg; r : Rj
IBðxÞ ^ ð:OBðx; yÞ _Oðd; rÞÞ.
In Fig. 11, the behavioral relationships specified in the
sequential architecture theory is inferred from the match
conditions. The inference starts from the Weak-Post (the
Plug-in Post can also be inferred) match condition between
the partially matched component and the problem, and the
Satisfies match condition between the component for
adaptation and the synthesized subproblem. In Step 1, the
conjunction is split for simplification. The synthesized pre
and postconditions are replaced with Definition 2 in Step 2,
and the conjunction is split in Step 3. The first behavioral
constraint of the sequential architecture follows immedi-
ately in Step 4. The conjunction in the consequent is split in
Step 5, and the second behavioral constraint is satisfied in
Step 6. Last, the negated term is moved to the antecedent in
Step 7, which leads to the third behavioral constraint.
For illustration purposes, the simple math problem in
Fig. 12 is queried using the small component library of
simple math functions in Fig. 13. The library also shows the
degree of match between a component and a problem as
well as the port connections that were used to obtain the
match condition. The library shows that the pInc component
is a Weak Post match to problem P2 using a bijective port
connection. The synthesized subproblem using Definition 2
is specified in Fig. 14. The range of the subproblem consists
of the input types to the component as well as any output
types of the problem that were not instantiated during
signature matching. Since all output ports of the problem
were instantiated in this example, the range of the
subproblem reduces to the input types of the component.
The subproblem in this example thus specifies:
8d : D; dB : DB; r : RjIðdÞ ) IBðxÞ ^ ð:OBðx; rÞ _Oðd; rÞÞ
or, more specifically:
x : real; a : real; z : realjðtrue)ða0 >¼ 0ÞÞ ^ ð:ðz ¼ ða0 þ 1ÞÞ
_ðifðx<0Þ thenðz0 ¼ðð1  xÞþ1ÞÞ elseðz0 ¼ðaþ1ÞÞ endifÞÞ:
The variables x and a are the input and output of the
synthesized subproblem, respectively, however the variable
z is being referenced. This variable represents a quantified
variable over the pre and postconditions. In order to avoid
variable name conflicts, the variable names have been
mapped to unique names, i.e., P2:x : real ! P3:i 0 : real,
pInc:a :real!P3:o 0 : real, and P2:z : real ! P3:q 0 : real.
The absVal component is the only component that com-
pletely satisfies the requirements of subproblem P3. Fig. 19
shows a solution to problem P2 using the sequential
architecture.
5.1.2 Prematch Driven Synthesis
A component retrieved using the Plug-in Pre match
condition can be abstractly represented as ComponentA in
the sequential architecture in Fig. 6. A subproblem
specification has to be synthesized in order to find
components, i.e., ComponentB, to adapt ComponentA.
ComponentB must change the results of ComponentA to
satisfy the behavior of the problem in all cases. The
subproblem synthesis is defined in Definition 3. The
behavior relationships specified in the sequential architec-
ture theory are correctly inferred from the match conditions
in Fig. 15.
Definition 3. Given a problem P ðD;R; I;OÞ and a Plug-in Pre
matched component AðDA;RA; IA;OAÞ, the synthesized
subproblem for the missing functionality in the sequential
architecture is:
. Domain: RA [ fd 2 Dj:9x 2 DAjðxÞ ! dg.
. Range: R.
. Preconditions: 8d : fd 2 Dj9x 2 DAjðxÞ ! dg;
x : RAjIðdÞ ^OAðd; xÞ.
. Postconditions: 8d : D; r : RjOðd; rÞ
Consider starting with the absVal component to solve
problem P2. The synthesized subproblem using con-
straints from this component and problem P2 using the
Definition 3 is specified in Fig. 16. The pInc component is
retrieved to generate the same adaptation architecture
solution in Fig. 19.
5.2 Alternative Adaptation
In the alternative architecture theory, ComponentA can
perform the same functionality as the problem, but only on
a subset of the legal inputs. The problem would be solved if
another component, namely, ComponentB, performs the
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Fig. 11. Postmatch driven sequential synthesis inference tree.
Fig. 12. Problem specification of a simple math problem.
same functionality but covers the rest of the legal inputs.
Since the pInc component satisfies problem P2 when the
input is positive, the alternative adaptation tactic can be
applied to find a component (or another architecture) that
satisfies the rest of the problem when the input is (at least)
not positive. The synthesis is defined in Definition 4. Using
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Fig. 13. Small library of math components.
this definition, the synthesized subproblem specifying the
missing functionality to solve problem P2 using the
constraints from pInc is shown in Fig. 17.
Definition 4. Given a problem P ðD;R; I;OÞ and a Weak Post/
Plug-in Post matched component AðDA;RA; IA;OAÞ, the




. Preconditions: 8d : DjIðdÞ ^ :IAðdÞ.
. Postconditions: 8d : D; r : RjOðd; rÞ.
The behavioral constraints are inferred from the match
conditions in Fig. 18. In Step 1, the synthesized pre and
postconditions are replaced with Definition 4. Given that
IP ^ :IA ) IB, the equation is rewritten in Step 2. Step 3
involves the joining of the antecedents of sequents with OP
in the consequence. By splitting the conjunction in Step 4,
the behavioral constraints become apparent.
The solution to the subproblem in Fig. 17 requires
another adaptation architecture. It is clear to see that a
sequential architecture using the negate and pInc compo-
nents provides a solution. The limitation of the alternative
architecture is that both components will drive the output
of the solution, therefore a control mechanism needs to
control which component will drive the output in the
appropriate situation. For instance, pInc will generate a
nonsensical output when the input is not positive.
Expecting control structures to exist in the library is a
significant drawback to the alternative architecture. Fre-
quently it is sufficient to synthesize the language’s control
structures since the control structures are simple. The
solution to problem P2 using the alternative architecture is
shown in Fig. 19.
5.3 Parallel Adaptation
Parallel adaptation can be viewed from two different
perspectives. In a bottom-up perspective, a component is
first retrieved from the library and the architecture is
evaluated based on the component’s missing behavior. In a
top-down perspective, the problem is first decomposed into
independent subproblems. The components that match the
subproblems are composed in a parallel architecture. Our
framework uses the top-down approach in applying
specification slicing for parallel adaptation [20].
Program slicing [30] is a decomposition process used to
isolate a subset of program behavior. A program slice is a
subprogram that contains only those statements and
variables that affect or are affected by a slicing criterion.
A slice criterion is a set of variables that are of interest at
some point in the program. The goal is to use slicing to
decompose a problem specification into independent slices,
i.e., subproblems. The retrieval engine is then used to locate
components that satisfy the slices. We have discussed
specification slicing and presented an algorithm for parallel
adaptation using slicing in other works [20].
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Fig. 14. Postmatch driven synthesis to problem P2 using component
pInc and the sequential architecture.
Fig. 15. Prematch driven sequential synthesis inference tree.
Fig. 16. Prematch driven synthesis to problem P2 using component
absVal and the sequential architecture.
Fig. 17. Synthesis to problem P2 and component pInc using the
alternative architecture.
Fig. 18. Alternative synthesis inference tree.
6 EVALUATION
To evaluate our framework, we calculate four metrics. The
metrics calculated are precision, recall, the average number
of components per solution, and the average number of
proof obligations (match condition proof) required to
retrieve a set of results, on a collection of queries. Precision
is defined as the ratio of correct solutions retrieved to the
total number of results retrieved. High precision is the
result of retrieving few irrelevant or invalid solutions. Recall
is defined as the ratio of the number of correct solutions
retrieved to the number of correct solutions that exist in the
library. Ideally, recall should be high, meaning solutions
should not be missed. Generally, the trade off between
recall and precision is inversely proportional.
The equation for recall must be modified since a library
can contain an infinite number of possible architectural
solutions. For instance, a problem to increment an input
value can be solved by an infinite number of solutions
(constructed using N decrement components and N + 1
increment components, for all N  0). Some of these
solutions may contain nonsensical or redundant config-
urations of components, yet nevertheless solve the pro-
blem. We propose three different methods for calculating
recall in Definitions 5, 6, and 7, each using different finite
grouping relations.
Definition 5. Recall1 is defined as the ratio of the number of
relevant component groups retrieved to the number of relevant
component groups in the library. The grouping relation is
defined as the containment of some combination (without
replacement) of components such that a solution exists.
Definition 6. Recall2 is defined as the ratio of the number of
relevant component groups retrieved to the number of relevant
component groups in the library. The grouping relation is
defined as the containment of the smallest combination
(without replacement) of components such that a solution
exists.
Definition 7. Recall3 is defined as the ratio of the number of
relevant solutions retrieved to the number of relevant solutions
in the library, where a solution contains a threshold of N
components, where N > 0.
6.1 Evaluation Library and Query Set
Evaluation is performed over a library containing 46 com-
plex mathematical specifications, a library of 106 list
manipulation specifications, a library of 30 record manip-
ulation specifications, and a library consisting of 42 digital
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Fig. 19. Solutions to problem P2 using the (a) sequential architecture and the (b) alternative architecture.
signal processing specifications. These libraries have also
been used in evaluating other works [23], [5], [21] and
reflect the primary SPARTACAS application domains of
embedded system and experimental data processing soft-
ware. Although such systems are physically small, the costs
associated with software development dominate produc-
tion and maintenance costs making them ripe for software
reuse. The methodology can be applied to larger libraries
and other application domains, given that the adaptation
architectures are applicable.
The test query set contains 103 queries, that can be
classified into six types: queries for solutions that are solved
1. by one and only one component,
2. by a single component, but can also be solved by an
architecture of components,
3. only by an architecture of components,
4. by an infinite number of architecture configurations,
5. by multiple subarchitectures, or
6. by components from multiple libraries.
The experiments are designed to test the automated
adaptation of partial solutions using adaptation architec-
tures; hence, the majority of queries are designed to be
solved by an architecture. The experiments in other works
using the same libraries focused on retrieval of single
component solutions to queries; therefore, a direct compar-
ison of results can not be performed.
6.2 Empirical Results
Our framework was implemented and evaluation results
were obtained over the query set. The retrieval framework
uses a depth-first architecture construction strategy. Since it
is possible to get trapped in the construction of an
architecture without an end, there must be a depth, or a
limit on the number of components used in the construction
of an architecture (solution size). The depth is equivalent to
the number N in the definition of Recall3. Fig. 20 shows the
relationships between recall and the number of proof
obligations versus the search depth. Recall1 showed a fairly
linear increase versus the search depth since there was a
well distribution of solution sizes. Recall2 initially had large
gains, however, as the search depth was increased, there
were diminishing returns. This result was expected since,
based on the grouping definition of Recall2, many solutions
groups can be found with a small search depth. Recall3
remained very high for small search depths, but slowly
decreased as the search depth increased. This result is
accredited to the theorem-prover’s undecidability. As the
depth is increased, the number of adaptations increase
which commonly results in large and complex synthesized
subproblems. The theorem-prover strategies fail to prove
the resulting complex proof obligations in a reasonable
amount of time.
The second graph shows an exponential increase in the
average number of proof obligations per solution. As
mentioned, as the depth is increased, complex subproblems
are generated. Admittedly, it is increasingly rare to find a
complete match to these subproblems, yet many partial
matches are found, and therefore many more proof
obligations are generated.
Fig. 21 shows the impact that the port connection
methods have on recall (using Recall2) and proof obliga-
tions. In terms of recall, the one-to-one and onto port
connection methods had higher recall than the bijective port
connection. The bijective port connection method requires
matching components to have an equal number of input/
output ports as the problem. The less restrictive port
connection methods remove this restriction, thus finding
more partial matches. The onto port connection method was
comparable to one-to-one since both port connection
methods were applicable for solutions to the query set.
Obviously, the increase in recall comes at the expense of
proof obligations when using a less restrictive port
connection. This result, more so for the onto method, stems
from the increase in signature combinations that must be
tried than with the bijective method.
In all the experiments, SPARTACAS was able to
maintain very high precision (almost always 100 percent),
see Fig. 22. High precision was the result of using an
automated theorem-prover to formally verify and maintain
the constraints of the problem during adaptation and
solution construction. Fig. 22 also depicts the relationship
between search depth, port connection method, and the size
of the solutions generated. In general, as the depth is
increased, the average size of the solutions generated are
larger. For reasons presented above, the relationship
between size and port connection method is reflective of
the solutions that can be discovered.
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Fig. 20. Recall and proof obligations versus search depth.
7 RELATED WORK
ARBIE, developed by Chen and Cheng [3], provides a
graphical environment to describe architectures. An
architecture is composed of graphical elements (e.g.,
components and connectors), which contain a description
of its properties. ABRIE uses a semiautomated capability
to submit the architecture elements to a reuse engine.
Existing components that match the properties of the
elements can be reused and instantiated in the architec-
ture. SPARTACAS automates the construction and in-
stantiation of architectures to satisfy a design problem.
The problem decomposition in parallel adaptation is
similar to the approach in ABRIE.
Penix [23] presents a framework for automated com-
ponent retrieval at the specification level. His work also
suggested three adaptation architecture theories for
component adaptation. In this work, we implemented an
adaptation framework, using the architectures proposed
by Penix, and experimental results were presented. To
perform the adaptation, we precisely deduced and
synthesized a subproblem to solve the adaptation require-
ments. Our work elsewhere [20] went into detail in
specification slicing. In this work, we decompose a
problem using slicing and address its application for
performing parallel adaptation.
Purtilo and Atlee [26] have developed a system, called
NIMBLE, that aides software designers by automating the
adaptation of module interfaces. Adaptation of a module
interface involves reordering, type coercion, and/or
initializing or masking parameters. NIMBLE allows
programmers to declare mappings and type adaptations
of a program’s interface, which get transformed into a
module that encapsulates the desired adaptation. SPAR-
TACAS uses a signature-based retrieval engine that
automates the necessary reordering and type coercion in
matching the interface of the problem to the interface of
the component. The information is stored and used to
properly instantiate the parameter configurations in the
architecture specification.
Zhao [33] applies specification slicing for reuse-of-the-
large using architecture description specifications. Using an
architecture description language, a large specification
describing a software system is sliced into a collection of
smaller elements (components and connectors). Each ele-
ment extracted can be reused in future designs. SPARTA-
CAS uses specification slicing for reuse-of-the-small.
Problems are decomposed into smaller subproblems such
that matching components can be reused “as is” to solve the
independent subproblems.
8 FUTURE WORK AND LIMITATIONS
The architectures synthesized by SPARTACAS use shared-
variable communication. Our work needs to address
various communication protocols. Our framework can
resolve this issue by: 1) including communication proto-
cols as a search criteria when selecting components during
retrieval, or 2) populating the component library with
communication connector specifications [2] that can be
retrieved and instantiated. The latter approach would
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Fig. 21. Port connection effects on performance.
Fig. 22. Precision and solution size metrics.
maintain the generality of the component specifications
and the SPARTACAS framework; however, it would
increase the overhead in the retrieval engine due to the
additional connector searches. Work also needs to be
invested in applying reuse to different knowledge fields.
Our reuse framework was evaluated on components in
domains that used state-based semantics, where results
are computed and placed on the output in the next state
after the arrival of input.
SPARTACAS is limited in the type of adaptation
architectures that it can synthesize. SPARTACAS is only
capable of synthesizing three types of adaptation architec-
tures (sequential, alternative, and parallel). Future work
may include other architectures as tactics for adaptation.
The current framework allows architectures, such as feed-
back architectures, to be stored in the library which can be
retrieved and populated in a solution.
SPARTACAS is limited by the proving power of
theorem-provers. There are proofs that are incapable of
being solved, even with today’s theorem-provers and
processing power. The implementation is also limited by
the depth that can be searched, SPARTACAS currently uses
a depth-first search strategy in the architectural search tree.
Other search strategies that estimate the cost to reach a
solution could also be applied. SPARTACAS currently does
not rank solutions since the ranking criteria is dependent on
the features that the user wishes the solutions to possess.
Allowing the user to specify such criteria (e.g., number of
components used, propagation delay, extra technical in-
formation [9]) before retrieval can be added.
9 CONCLUSIONS
Reuse can potentially contribute many benefits to the
software design cycle, but the costs associated with reuse
must be reduced for reuse to become more common. A
significant cost is the effort to search for and adapt
components to satisfy a design problem. Most works have
achieved efficient and effective component retrieval, but
few works have concentrated on adapting partial matches.
For adaptation to be feasible, the process needs to be
reliable, error-free, scalable, and automated.
In this paper, we described a framework for automating
component retrieval and adaptation for software reuse. We
used a layered architecture using feature-based, signature-
based, and specification-based retrieval engines to retrieve
components that completely or partially match a problem.
Three adaptation architecture theories for adapting the
behavior of partially matching components were specified.
Based on the relationship between the functionality of a
partial match and the functionality of the problem to be
solved, the missing functionality required to solve the rest
of the problem is synthesized into a subproblem. The
partially matched component is instantiated in the adapta-
tion architecture with a component or architecture that
satisfies the subproblem, thereby properly adapting the
partial match. The framework was implemented and
evaluated on examples from the embedded software and
data processing domains. The results show SPARTACAS
was able to recall approximately 94 percent of possible
solutions while maintaining nearly 100 percent precision
with adaptation.
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